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MILA 
 

Peru: The General Index of the BVL ended today's session with a positive result of + 1.11%. The index 

maintains an annual accumulated negative trend of -13.22% in local currency, while the adjusted 

return in dollars amounts to -20.15%. Then, the S&P / BVL Peru SEL varied by + 1.22% while the S&P / 

BVL LIMA 25 by + 0.94%. The PEN spot reached S / 3.5998. Headline: Produce aims to execute 

investment projects for S / 5,732 million between 2020 and 2021. 

 

Chile: The IPSA index ended the day with a positive return of + 1.13%. The index maintains an annual 

accumulated negative trend of -21.35% in local currency, while the adjusted return in dollars amounts 

to -24.76%. The CLP spot reached $ 787.0300. Headline: November will be the key month for the future 

of the project that creates a tax on the "super rich." 

 

Colombia: The COLCAP index had a negative result of + 1.06%. The index maintains an annual 

accumulated negative trend of -28.57% in local currency, while the adjusted return in dollars amounts 

to -38.59%. The spot COP reached $ 3823.6000. Headline: Metro de Bogotá company signs start of 

works. 

 

Mexico: The MEXBOL index closed the session with a positive result of + 1.45%. The index maintains 

an annual accumulated negative trend of -12.26% in local currency, while the adjusted return in dollars 

amounts to -21.42%. The MXN spot reached $ 21.1120. Headline: BHP and Pemex increase investment 

in the first joint development in Mexican deep waters by US $ 600M. 

 
 
 

Global Overview 
 

Asia: Major Asian markets ended the day's session with mixed results, of which China had a CSI 300 

increase of +0.80% supported by economic data showing that China's economic recovery accelerated in 

the third quarter. The consumer staples sector +2.35% was the one that supported the increase, driven by 

breweries and distillers. On the other hand, Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba +0.74% held the Hong Kong 

market after Ant Group's IPO, backed by Alibaba, obtained approval from the Hong Kong stock exchange 

for the offshore tranche of its IPO, overcoming the last regulatory hurdle in the offering with an expected 

valuation of $ 35 billion. In Japan, stocks fell on the underperformance of US stocks and a reluctance to 

take big positions ahead of the US elections. In the case of South Korea, initial losses quickly turned into 

gains as foreign investors increased purchases with the won yields increasing by +0.23% to date. Lastly, the 

NIKKEI -0.44%, Shanghai Composite + 0.47%, Shenzhen Composite +1.33%, Hang Seng +0.11%, S & P / ASX 

200 -0.72% and KOSPI +0.50% closed the day with differentiated returns. 
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Europe: European markets closed today's session with mixed returns; on one hand, there was optimism 

about the solid earnings of the Swiss bank UBS and on the other, concerns about the moderation of the 

coronavirus and the no-deal BREXIT negatively influenced the operations of the continent. Given the 

increase in COVID-19 cases, Italy, Spain and Great Britain imposed new restrictions to limit the spread of 

contagion, which threaten to divert an economic recovery that was just beginning. In this regard, finance 

Minister Paschal Donohoe said that the latest restrictions in Ireland will cause GDP to fall by -3.5% this 

year. Meanwhile, the European Union and Britain struggled to advance a trade deal and avoid a negative 

economic impact on the auto industry, the agricultural and chemical sectors. In individual stocks, UBS was 

up + 2.7%, as it posted a 99% jump in quarterly earnings; while computer peripherals maker Logitech 

International gained + 16% after it raised its forecast for the full year. Thus, for today's close, the main 

indexes Stoxx 600 -0.35%, FTSE + 0.08%, CAC 40 + 0.00% and DAX -0.92% closed with mixed results. 

 

 

 

United States: The US markets closed trading session upwards as the future of the next stimulus package 

brings optimism to investors. The shares closed higher, this after the White House and the Democrats in 

the United States Congress approached an agreement on a new aid package for the coronavirus, as 

President Donald Trump said he was willing to accept a Big aid bill despite opposition from his own 

Republican Party. This new package would be $ 2.2 billion, in line with Nancy Pelosi's proposal. In corporate 

news, the third-quarter earnings season has gathered momentum, as of the 66 S&P 500 companies that 

have reported results, 86.4% have beat earnings expectations, according to Refinitiv data. Nonetheless, 

while tech giant IBM -6.49% beat previous quarterly revenue estimates on Monday, driven by increased 

demand for its cloud services, the company's stock price fell after it stayed away from issue a positive 

outlook for the current quarter, citing economic uncertainty related to the pandemic. In this way, the main 

indexes S&P 500 + 0.47%, DJIA + 0.40% and NASDAQ + 0.33% closed higher. 
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Major Market Indexes Day Performance 

Source: Bloomberg  
 
 

Main Commodities Day Performance 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Main Macro-indicators Day Performance 
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